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Life as a NKS Sixth Former
"From the outset of joining NKS 6th form I have felt at home. Academically, NKS will challenge you to
ensure that you reach your full potential. Socially, NKS has a wonderful community spirit which
ensures that, whatever your background, there is a place for you in the 6th form.
The knowledge that every period on my timetable relates to a course that I chose means that coming
into school every day feels like an opportunity to learn something I am truly interested in. However,
that is not to say that 6th form is completely stress-free..

The university application period is stressful. Yet, it truly highlights the impeccable quality of the
staff at NKS which help to ensure successful applications. Additionally, the 6th form team are always
available to discuss and support options post A-levels if the university route is not for you.

STUDENT WELCOME

WELCOME FROM THE STUDENTS

Looking back at year 12, engaging completely with your chosen course from the outset is vital. Content
you cover in your first lesson may come up in a final exam. Hitting the ground running is important
and completing work related to your course over the summer transition period would allow you to
advance rapidly in the first few months of 6th form".
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"We started the year doing a Team Building activity day with the Sixth Form, it was a great way to meet
the Sixth Form Team and to help the external candidates. It was important to create a more inclusive and
community feel amongst the sixth form and to build communication and teamworking skills. Ultimately
to also interact and make strong relationships with new people, so that we can all work together more
efficiently and help one another out.
The second focus day was spent Volunteering in the local community, students were inside and outside of
school doing tasks like working in charity shops, local community clubs and litter picking. Some students
spent the day sorting through the Christmas charity hampers and delivered them to the local foodbank.
We also had the opportunity to become subject ambassadors and support the year 11 taster day sessions.

DIVERSITY & WELFARE

Focus Days

THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY

The third activity day was focused more on revision strategies which helped us with the upcoming PPE
assessments. This gave me other methods of revising and helped with my planning and organisation.
After this I found I was more efficient, and my revision was more effective". The next few Focus days are
centred around life after NKS, what career paths we could go into, so the school does a careers fair where
local businesses come in. We also use Uni Frog and get help with writing personal statements, CV's, cover
letters and UCAS applications. I found that, although I knew what area I wanted to do, it was really
informative to learn that you could look at Apprenticeships routes and not just University. I chose to have
a mock interview with an employer for practice. We also have a careers advisor who, alongside the Sixth
Form team and Tutors, helps us make the right decisions for us".

Where can you go for support?
"You have someone for everything in the sixth form team; Mr Messenger, Mrs Thompson, Ms Carney, Mrs
Bond and Mrs Baldwin - they cover anything from issues with managing workload, deadlines and just a
friendly face to discuss current affairs. Mrs Thompson is amazing; she has helped me a lot with settling in
as an external candidate here at NKS. The whole sixth form team is very approachable and friendly. They
truly care about us not just our academic success. The sixth form team are mainly based in the sixth form
areas, whether we need help with subjects, organisation or just a general life debrief- they are there. I
really value the hard work the team puts in to helping us, even if I didn't initially show it".
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EXTRA CURRICULAR
"Every Wednesday, period 5, there is the opportunity to involve yourself in enrichment activities. These
take the form of an extended project qualification, a finance qualification or sports. It is a chance to
engage with extra-curricular in school which is key to your development as a 6th former".

Work experience
"During the summer term and on the enrichment Wednesdays you are given the opportunity to gain
work experience in year 12. This has helped me show potential Universities and employers my interests.
This also gave me a real insight into what career I definitely do and don't want, I found it profoundly
important to do work experience now I was thinking of University choices as it differed from when I did
it at lower school".

DIVERSITY & WELFARE

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

UCAS/The Future
"The Oxbridge society helps to develop the necessary skills to make a successful university application
to either Oxford or Cambridge. Run by Mrs Dryland, the group receives talks from academics at both
universities, interview preparation and guidance on writing your personal statement – to name just a
few of the opportunities. If you think you will be applying to Oxbridge, letting Mrs Dryland know your
intentions gives the potential to have talks with university lecturers that are subject specific to your
course: medicine, politics, history, maths and more! "

Prefects
"Throughout Sixth Form we had the opportunity to gain leadership roles within the school. There are
student council roles, subject prefects and school prefects to name a few. This allows us to have an input
in how the school is run from a student's perspective and to instil change and development. These roles
help with building our personal skills such as teamwork, leadership, delegation but also help support us
for what's next after school".
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Drama
"Drama is a fantastic A-Level option that provides an
essential skill set, no matter what path you choose to follow
in the future. It's a very hands-on subject, with a great focus
on practical skill and the development of communicative
proficiency -- something that is increasingly sought after by
universities and employers.
The course is structured similarly to its GCSE counterpart; it
has large amount of focus put into theatrical skills, be it
performing or designing, but also the analysis of modern
plays and performances.
I personally really enjoy the practical part of the course, as
it has helped to greatly increase my confidence and selfesteem. I am looking forward to devising my own theatrical
piece further into the A-Level.

Economics
"Before starting at NKS I believed economics to be
largely Math's orientated however, since taking the
subject here at NKS, it has proved to me that it is a wide
subject with much more to it than that. In economics we
use flip learning. This was a new learning technique to
me however I have found it to be the most helpful for me.
We are sent away with notes to make on the next topic so
that by the next lesson we already understand the
topic. Our teacher then works with us to develop our
understanding further. We do a lot of graph work that is
often drawn on tables which makes the lessons
interactive and interesting. Every topic we do links to
another aspect of the course which makes each topic
develop your knowledge further which has been
particularly enjoyable for me to experience".
Year 12, 2022

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

The qualification, however, does contain a written aspect
that should not be underestimated, and I highly recommend
that should you choose to take Drama, you are, at least,
somewhat comfortable with analysing texts, as it does
ultimately compose a nontrivial part of the course.
Drama is a positively challenging, stimulating, and wellrounded A-Level that I would highly recommend to
everyone".
Year 12, 2022.
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Biology

Biology

"Biology gives you opportunity to study how
living organisms function, interact, and thrive; as a subject,
A-level biology is particularly useful for careers in
medicine, research science, pharmacology, and zoology to
name a few. Practical work is very engaging and is used to
build a visual representation of theory, as well as
allowing students a much greater control over their own
learning in terms of planning their own experiments. Often,
students are given an aim to complete and some general
guidelines to follow, however beyond that they can
structure their practical work in the way they wish; this
flexibility is one of the major strengths of A-level biology.

"I have always loved investigating the science behind why
specific things happen, and A Level Biology helped me to
develop that interest. The course is very broad and covers
a variety of different interesting topics, some that expand
on what you may have learnt at GCSE, and some
completely new. There are many synoptic links between
units, allowing you to apply your knowledge and
understanding rather than just being given answers by a
textbook.

Many subjects are explored in greater depth than at GCSE,
including genetics, health, infection, and biodiversity. This
provides a greater understanding into both human bodily
function and the nature of plant and animal bodily function,
creating synoptic links across the entire course that explain
why and how living things are related – certainly from
an evolutionary standpoint in terms of common ancestors,
but also the logic of efficient function. For example, to
transport and create usable energy, it turns out that plants
and animals use two very similar systems. Nearing the end
of the course, I look forward to studying the structure
and function of the brain, as well as how we can image it in
a medical context to then use this as evidence towards
a diagnosis".
Year 12, 2022

I have also been able to experience a wide range of
practicals from heart dissections to observing tiny Daphnia
under a microscope. Compared to GCSE, you have much
more control in conducting practicals, and it is up to you to
research and plan a method beforehand, giving you much
more freedom and the ability to test different methods and
techniques.

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

Now that I am coming to the end of the A Level content,
I’ve realised how much I’ve learnt and the different skills
I’ve acquired that I have made use of in other subjects. I’m
excited to cover the remaining content, especially the brain
and its structure, as well as finishing the practical's we
have left".
Year 13, 2022
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Classical Civilisation

"Classics is my favourite subject. When you’re covering
content, you find interesting it feels less like learning and more
as if you’re pursuing a hobby or a passion! I began with no
knowledge of the content whatsoever but saying it was easy to
comprehend and learn would be an understatement. We have
looked at famous characters like Julius Caesar, Pompey the
Great and we are now looking at Roman legal oratory through
the surviving works of Cicero who confronts the corruption,
greed and personal ambition that finally brought down the
Roman republic; this draws many parallels with current
populist politics making our studies completely relevant to
modern society. Classics covers mature content at times and
many of the texts include violence and sexual details,
frequently challenging modern ideas of misogyny, sexism and
many forms of discrimination which were normal features in
ancient society, and I like the fact that these studies frequently
take me out of my comfort zone which has increased my
confidence in tackling sensitive issues.

Computer Science
"Computing is a highly enjoyable A-Level subject in which
we spend a large amount of the time coding on the new
computers in the Digital Learning Center. This is my
favourite part of the course as it is always satisfying when
the program finally works after spending a few lessons on it.
The rest of the time is spent learning theory; this gives us an
insight into how computers work, and we often watch videos
to ensure our understanding. All our theory work is digital
which is useful as it means you don’t need to carry anything
around with you.

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

The main thing to look forward to in computing is the NEA in
which we will code a full application that can do anything
you want from a game all the way to a revision app for a
certain subject".
Year 12, 2022

I am looking forward to studying Homer’s Odyssey and Virgil’s
Aeneid which are two of the most important works of western
literature before we move on to look at the Roman
monuments, sculptures, coins, architecture and literature. I
can’t wait for the Classics trip to Rome where we get to
actually see all the things we have studied.
Classical
Civilisation opens so many doors for the future as the work
done in this A-level can be applied to so many post-sixth form
opportunities. I recommend classics whole-heartedly".
Year 12, 2022
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Business Studies
"For me Business Studies is a brilliant subject for the study
of world commerce and entrepreneurship. It teaches the
complexities of the management of global companies
which includes: the importance of different marketing
techniques, different leadership styles and the significance
of key decisions that make these business lethal players in
global economics. Additionally, we study smaller
companies many of which are creating more ethical and
sustainable business models.
Thus far, I have enjoyed studying the different
management styles of major CEOs and the roles of other
shareholders in their businesses. Secondly, the
significance of external factors that influence the crucial
decisions made by these great corporations. Finally, the
importance of marketing strategies for these businesses to
be global commanders in the economics and their methods
deployed to create cultural change to the world.
To conclude Business Studies for me is vitally important as
I want to work in the industry of corporate law. Either
working as an employee or free agent in the world of
fashion as a lawyer for one of the powerhouses of the
fashion market. As this subject provides me with the basis
of understanding the role of patents, trademarks and
improving my critical thinking and much more which is all
taught in this subject".
Year 12, 2022.

Chemistry
"Chemistry is a highly facilitating and engaging subject that
requires you to develop your understanding of
different mechanisms and processes, as well as
how different elements react. There are two sides
to
chemistry;
Organic,
which
is
focused
on
substances containing carbon and their associated
reactions, and Physical, which looks at rates and
calculations.
Each part of Chemistry has its own practical's. These
allow you to demonstrate practical techniques that you
learn throughout the course. Despite being a challenging
subject,
the
practical
aspects
of
Chemistry
allow
you
to
consolidate
your
theoretical
knowledge, and through this, you can create a
solid understanding of the subject. This is developed
during Year 13, where synoptic links are made between
the AS and A-Level content, at this point, your
foundation of chemistry starts to integrate. There is a lot of
support within the Chemistry department, whether that be
between teachers or students, there is always someone
there to explain a complicated concept to you.

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

Overall, I find Chemistry a rewarding subject that develops
problem solving skills and the ability to think critically,
which challenging me with the difficulty and advancement
of the subject".
Year 12, 2022
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Further Mathematics

Music/ Music Technology

"I've enjoyed doing further Maths so far as you get to dig
into some interesting concepts and solve a lot of clever
problems. It's a great subject to do whether it's for a career
you're interested in or if you just enjoy the spirit of Maths. If
you have a passion for the subject, you'll enjoy it."
Year 12, 2022

"The course covers music theory, listening, performance
and composition. The theory and listening aspect of the
course covers a very wide range of genres including
classical music and pop music. In class, we often
complete music theory exercises based on music we’ve
listened to. This is great practice for music theory exams.

Media Studies

"So far in media studies, it has been an extremely interesting
and fun subject to learn about. Each of the topics within
media studies that we have covered so far – magazines,
video games, posters, radio – have aspects that are
entertaining to study, for example I have enjoyed learning
about how simple pieces of media like a magazine
advertisement can convey different beliefs of the time it was
produced in.
Whilst they are a more challenging aspect of the course, the
different theories that are taught in media studies are also
interesting to learn about because they can form the
groundwork for how media is viewed and are vital to the
analysis of the different media texts that are studied. In terms
of looking ahead, I am probably most looking forward to the
NEA (Non-exam assessment) aspect of the course, which is
where we create our own media texts, e.g., magazines or a
website".
Year 12, 2022

Our lessons also involve writing our own compositions,
which is great fun. Recently, myself and the other A-level
music student created 1-note pieces. Not only was this
enjoyable and creative but limiting the piece to only 1 note
meant more emphasis could be put on other aspects of
the music such as the dynamics".
Year 12, 2022

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

English Literature/ English
Language
"English is a very rewarding subject that my classmates
and I find a challenging, yet fun experience. We are
studying the play Equus which looks at various elements of
society as well as the shocking case of Alan Strang and his
unique beliefs. I would highly recommend the above
English Language and Literature course as it rounds up the
two subjects and gives you more to think about".
Year 12, 2022.
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History A & B
"So far, I have enjoyed Sixth Form tremendously at Norton
Knatchbull due to meeting new people, being constantly
challenged in lesson and doing subjects that I enjoy with
like-minded high aiming people. I have enjoyed history due
to the variety of the lessons making the subject engaging
and enjoyable but at the same time extremely informative. I
have no regrets about choosing history for A-Level due to
the high level of teaching, the debates and conversations
discussing important historical events resulting in a deeper
understanding of the matter also improved confidence in
discussing the event.
History has given me a great opportunity to develop my
critical thinking and writing abilities. I particularly look
forward to studying US foreign policy and Russia 1939-45
both this and next year due to the conversations and
questions that will arise. So far there has not been one
lesson that I haven't enjoyed or where there wasn't a class
discussion with great opportunities for people to state their
opinions on the matter.
I would highly recommend History A-Level to someone
who was looking for an engrossing, enjoyable and
engaging subject also with a passion for debate and key
events of the past".
Year 12, 2022

Mathematics
"I have always been infatuated with maths and especially
understanding harder concepts by breaking down the logic
and mathematical fundamentals of it to truly grasp what
they are and why they work and the maths teachers at NKS
have encouraged that, leading to a true understanding of
maths and making maths overall more enjoyable and more
gratifying subject.
Maths classes at NKS have also helped in conquering my
tendencies to not pitch in, nor ask questions or put my
hand up. This was achieved by both the teachers applying
a more relaxed and friendly approach to teaching but also
enforcing an enjoyable but engaging environment that
enabled me to have the confidence and the curiosity to ask
questions about the subject at hand, whilst having the
understanding to answer questions that they give me.

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

Being a previous NKS student for my GCSE, I was already
aware of the assets that are given to you to help you
succeed but these benefits are accentuated in a level
maths spanning from help groups and support from
teachers to huge discounts on A-level grade calculators
and teachers who are extremely supportive for your growth
and help outside of class time. In the future I am sure that I
will be thankful for all the support and opportunities this
school has given me, especially in its maths department
and for also for helping me reach my potential in later life".
Year 12, 2022
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Product Design
"I decided to choose A Level Product Design because it was
a subject, I always enjoyed from year 7, having the ability to
explore and create different products, by using a large range
of tools and equipment in our workshops. It also gave me a
wider awareness of some of the main designers in the world
today, and how they went about creating such popular
products. It is a subject that can open many opportunities for
the future and is a rewarding A Level to have, as it shows
you could be creative and explore new things. I have done
projects throughout from 3D printing models to lighting to
furniture design, it is one of the only subjects where you see
the theory knowledge learnt immediately applied and a
practical outcome as a result".
Year 13, 2022

French
"So far French has been very enjoyable and interesting,
not only have I learnt about the language but most of all
about the culture. Even though France is right next to
England, there are so many differences between the two
countries, Such as the culture, food, history, politics and so
much more. These of course I have learnt, and I am still
learning about in my French lessons, through writing,
reading, and speaking. During the few months I have been
learning the language, I have improved significantly,
thanks to the help from my teacher. Even though it is
enjoyable it is still very challenging, learning a new
language takes a lot of work, but I have no regrets taking
the subject, as I am sure learning it comes with many
benefits".
Year 12, 2022

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

"Firstly, I enjoy the NEA project whether it was sketching, the
manufacturing of the product and writing up my coursework.
Also, the CAD work is fun and convenient in making quick
prototypes. In year 12 we focused on skills in the workshop
and did loads of practical activities and short projects which
really complimented the theory we were expected to learn.
Don't underestimate the amount of paperwork and theory,
just like GCSE only 50% is practical application- you need to
be organised and willing to put in the time. This was
supported by the teachers, and they always went above and
beyond to challenge us and offer support when needed".
Year 13, 2022
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Philosophy
“I managed to attend club meetings where various
interesting philosophical concepts are discussed in an
informal yet informative manner, which really builds upon
the inclusivity of Philosophy. Being able to voice your
different perceptions of topics and questions and them
being acknowledged by your peers helps to build
confidence and understanding of the way others view
things”.
Year 12, 2022

Geography
"Currently we are studying the ‘Changing Places’ topic in
Human
Geography,
and
‘Coasts’
in
Physical
Geography, building upon my existing knowledge of
Geography but covering those existing topics in much
greater depth and detail. So far, I have really enjoyed the
course and found many aspects interesting.

I find that the wide range of content covered in Geography
is relevant and applicable to my other subjects. I am most
looking forward to fieldwork that we complete in Year 13, as
well as covering the global systems topic in Human
Geography, a unit which I’ll find particularly interesting in the
A Level Geography course. I would encourage any Y11 to
take this as one of their A level options".
Year 12, 2022

Geography
"A-Level
Geography
consists
of
two
separate
sections: physical and human geography. Currently, we
are being taught the changing places (human) and coastal
systems and landscapes (physical) topics. The changing
places topic has seen us investigating a near and far place
(Ashford and Detroit) as well as what a place is and the
characteristics and factors which contribute to a place. The
coastal systems and landscapes topic has built upon
previous knowledge at GCSE such as erosional and
transportation processes as well as investigating several
coastlines and how they are produced, impacted, and
maintained, also how they are developed and some of the
features and processes.

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

Looking ahead, I am looking forward to the upcoming
topics, including contemporary urban environments and
hazards, which have both been covered in some aspect at
GCSE, as well as conducting the fieldwork investigation,
which has many possibilities in what to do for it such as
investigations at the coast or in the town center.
Geography is an enjoyable, relaxed subject, as unlike other
subjects, there is already some previous knowledge from
GCSE which can be converted over to A-Level and can be
studied in further depth as well as having a series of
interesting topics".
Year 12, 2022
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Physical Education
"I have been studying PE at sixth form and I’ve made a lot
of progress since the start of the year and am now getting
consistent As in the homework questions.
We do receive exam questions to do after each lesson,
which at the beginning of the course may seem like a lot
but you quickly get used to it and find them very
helpful. They leave you knowing exactly what to do when
it comes to exams, which is a much better feeling than
sitting there not knowing what you’re meant to be writing.
The step up from GCSE is fairly large but that will be the
same in every subject, however unlike every subject, 30%
of this A-level is NEA (the practical sport and the
coursework), meaning the subject content is not a huge
amount to remember. Therefore, the workload is very
manageable.
My favourite part of the A-level are the lessons. Credit to
Mr Benwell, he makes the lessons very entertaining while
also getting all the work done in the lesson so we can
have a good time in the classroom without falling behind".
Year 12, 2022

Physics
"Taking A level Physics was one of the best decisions of
my life. As a curious person, I have found the depth of the
course and the level of detail extremely fulfilling. It has
allowed me to answer questions I have had about my
surroundings and formulate new questions to ask. Not only
is the course vast in content, but it also goes into extreme
depth and is well explained.
At first, I was slightly worried that physics would be too
complex and difficult to understand however I was quickly
reassured. The relaxed yet interactive lessons tame some
of the more intense topics which is incredibly satisfying
once you grasp a new concept.

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

I have found that I often come out of physics lessons more
aware of what is going on, not only from the knowledge
that I have gained but also the skills I have developed. The
practical aspect of the course is not to be overlooked as it
has made me appreciate how delicate the scientific
process is and how precise you must be.
Carrying out experiments helps you to see that what you
learn works and that physics can predict real life scenarios.
My overall experience with the physics A level has been
very positive and I would highly recommend it".
Year 13, 2022.
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English Literature
"Currently in English Literature, the topics we've covered
so far have been both interesting and engaging. Both the
poetry side - looking at poems such as 'Sonnet 116' and
'To His Coy Mistress' - as well as our reading of the
Shakespearean text, 'Othello', have proved thoroughly
enjoyable, yet also challenging, as we're required to look
through the eyes of authors and readers/audiences of the
time to better understand and engage with their works, as
well as to consider reasons they may have had for wanting
to write or any messages they attempt to convey.
Furthermore, English Literature is not just an entertaining
subject - it's a precious one! English Literature is an
extremely traditional subject that has been studied and
respected for many, many years due to the core skills it
helps us to develop and practice.

Art
"I am a year 12 A level art student at the Norton Knatchbull
6th form. I find art to be a much more independent course
that allows me to explore my own interests. What adds to
the independence is that it allows access to the art room
during study periods/breaks, as well as allowing students
to do their own creative thing in a personal space, rather
than studying and memorising for a test. It feels like a
break from lessons".
Year 12, 2022

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

English Literature encourages critical thinking, supports
each students own creative outlooks on works and teaches
students how to effectively present their thoughts and ideas
about something they're passionate towards. What I'm
most looking forwards to in English Literature is our
coursework, In which we may select a text of our own, read
through it independently and write an analytical piece on
the text by ourselves - all for the purpose of developing our
interpretations of texts and how we express what we've
understood and feel."
Year 12, 2022
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Politics
"In brief, the Politics A-Level is a very engaging and fun
subject to take; It encourages you to form your own
opinions as you go through the course, and finally allows
you to understand the reasoning behind, and true
consequences of, the decisions taken by the politicians
who lead our country.
So far, I have enjoyed learning about the structure of the
British system, including the role of the media in elections,
the way the constitution functions in the UK, and the
surprisingly fragile checks and balances upholding our
rights, freedoms, and democracy.
A key part of Politics, of course, is to create and justify
opinions; but Politics doesn't only encourage you to form
opinions, it teaches you how to form your own opinions that
are based upon objective reasoning, which is an
increasingly valuable skill in a world of sensationalist and
click-bait media.
Later in the course, I'm looking forward to studying the
ideology topic, where we look into ideals as to how a
society should be run -- from Socialism, to Liberalism -showing how the ideas of key thinkers influence modern
society. Overall, Politics is an incredibly fun and engaging
subject that I wouldn't switch out for the world".
Year 12, 2022

Extended Project
Qualification
"The EPQ is an AS equivalent project of your choosing.
While many choose to complete essays, with my
own regarding 18th Century British foreign policy, there is a
vast range. Some have chosen to draft a story, or even
compose a piece of music to review! Throughout the
completion of this project, you will learn many skills, among
them researching. A key transferable skill, effective and
efficient researching is vital in the EPQ – it is also a highly
regarded attribute for university applications. Additionally,
learning to compile a bibliography and evaluate sources,
both primary and secondary, is something you will have the
opportunity to develop.

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS

Not to be understated, the value of time management, which
becomes second-nature during the project, is something
that you can apply in your A-level studies –learning to use
your time wisely is most often cited as the best takeaway
from the project! Completing the EPQ not only gives you
another grade, but it also teaches you skills that employers
are keen to see applicants possess. I have found throughout
the completion of my EPQ that developing further academic
interests, due to the thoroughness of the research, has been
both incredibly important and enjoyable. I would urge you all
to consider taking up such an invaluable course here at
NKS".
Year 12, 2022
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Psychology
"Psychology is my favourite A Level subject for many
reasons, mainly because it captivates me and constantly
stimulates my mind and curiosity. Our teacher uses a wide
range of engaging activities in our lessons which makes
learning even trickier topics fun. It is a subject that allows
you to learn and research human behaviour that directly
impact your own life and I was intrigued by concepts such as
conformity and obedience that explain why you change
behaviour to the majority, even when you do not agree with
them. The content within the course is interesting because it
explores the mind and has a variety of topic areas. The way
psychology is taught and assessed at NKS has a clear, set
structure and is done in a way that keeps you fascinated,
making the content easier to learn and understand. I’ve
always had massive support from my teacher which meant I
was able to achieve the higher grades I wanted. I’ve learnt
about real-life studies, research that’s taken place within the
world and theories which have aided my understanding of
why people behave the way they do. I've particularly enjoyed
topics such as memory and biopsychology, where you learn
the foundations to how we process information and why we
think the way we do, you realise that every little thing we do
as humans, has a reason or cause behind it. You can learn a
lot from the subject outside of the AQA criteria as well, as
our teacher provides us with lots of additional resources,
such as suggested reading and watching lists, which has
helped develop my communication skills and motivated my
learning beyond the classroom".
Year 12, 2022

Spanish
"Spanish is a very interesting subject with many topics of
culture being covered, during the first couple of terms you will
learn about The World Of Work and Family in Spain, along with
some contextual knowledge along the way, after that you will
research a film and in year 13 you will study a book. During my
Spanish course I have really enjoyed the film as it collates your
contextual knowledge very easily. In the close future we will be
studying Music in Spain. These gives us a good cultural
understanding in Spain and even though it is not always
learning vocabulary and grammar, help a student reach a
higher level in their Spanish knowledge.
Year 12, 2022
Spanish has been excellent for me so far, despite its level of
difficulty. Our lessons have been engaging and interactive with
plenty of debate and discussion about certain topics including
the family structure in Spain as well as the rights of women and
the world of work. You develop skills in Spanish Reading,
writing, listening and speaking giving you a deep understanding
of the language. The course is not limited to the study of the
language itself but also takes into account the culture and
History that surrounds the country with the Spanish Civil War
being a point of particular interest.(126) Our teachers both
come from Spain and hence have a great understanding of the
country whilst they also create a lively atmosphere for learning
which helps to immerse us in the subject. We have also already
studied a Spanish film called Pan's Labyrinth which provides an
intriguing social commentary on Spain, combining it with over
fascinating fantastical elements. If you are thinking about doing
Spanish, do not hesitate, take the opportunity".
Year 12, 2022

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

MEET THE STUDENTS
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MEET THE STUDENTS
“Thus far, I have enjoyed Sociology through the ways in which the
lessons are taught, and the topics discussed. Varying from Feminism
to Marxism, critiques of society and studies of different groups, it has
further extended my understanding of social life and the way in which
we interact with one another, and how you can notice aspects of
Sociology on a day-to-day basis. Feeling immersed in the subject
and having a personal nature ultimately allows me to fully connect
with the subject and what it truly means. The way it is taught is
concise in including all students and so makes us feel even more in
depth of our knowledge of the subject”.
Year 12, 2022
It is without doubt that Sixth Form at The Norton Knatchbull has been
an amazing experience so far, having met so many new people,
studying the subjects I enjoy and being part of a positive community
that has like-minded high ambitions. So far in my time studying
Sociology, it has been one of the most enjoyable subjects at A Level
and I have absolutely no regrets in choosing it. The subject and
teacher never fails to challenge me and is always a lesson which I
look forward to, with the high level of teaching provided by the
fantastic teacher, the subject content continuously interesting me,
and the extraordinary class discussions that we have every lesson
further makes the subject engaging and fascinating.
I thoroughly look forward to studying the Criminology section in Year
13 as it has so many links to all of the content we have covered so far
and the questions that we answer are so intriguing! Nevertheless,
having studied Sociology so far, it is impossible to see the world in
the same, simple way as before! I would highly recommend
Sociology to anyone who devours an engrossing subject that is
taught in a lively way, with an interest in the functioning of our
modern, past and future society".
Year 12, 2022

STUDENT SUBJECT SUMMARIES

Sociology
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7:00am

I'm usually awake by 7am but I like to cut it as close as I
can before I know I'll be late for school, I have my bag
packed the day before, it helps with lazy mornings and I
shower and get dressed, then it's a quick breakfast and
driving to school, or taking the train.

3.25pm

School ends and everyone gets to go
home! I usually take a while leaving as
I'm either on the computers or staying
for after school clubs

4.30pm

I get home , dump all my bags on my bed and go on
my computer. I usually watch Netflix or chat to my
mum until I feel the need to do some homework. I
would say if you work hard in school, you deserve
downtime every day. Oh, and snacks!

8:45am

Form time, seeing my friends is a
bonus but it's usually a case of
listening to announcements and
notices

1:35pm

Lunch time! I usually go to a club or
society at lunch after eating, Biology or
Chemistry prefects and MedSoc. It helps to
keep me focused on studies and help
younger years with their work.

6:00pm

Around 6pm I start homework or
revision, its good to stay on top of it
as A-Level work is much harder than
GCSE and will require more of your
attention.

11:30pm

Time for bed!

9:00am

Period 1 starts, and I make sure to focus and
answer questions, even though its 9am... My advice
is to have 3 small folders to take into school and
have 3 massive ones at home to dump in when you
get home or at the end of term.

11:30am

Break time, a chance to get
something to eat or frantically
print homework for period 3 and 4

7:00pm

Dinner around 7pm, I tend to lose focus from
my studies after dinner, so I usually stay
downstairs with my mum and watch a bit of
TV. Then after an hour I go back up and do
some more work.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A SIXTH FORMER

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN NKS SIXTH FORMER

10:00pm

I like to make sure I know some of the content
before the lesson so I will read a bit ahead. After
doing a few hours of work after dinner I get ready
for bed and pack my bag for the next day.
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The Norton Knatchbull School
Sixth Form
“I WANTED TO SAY THANK YOU TO THE SCHOOL FOR 7 GREAT YEARS. MY RESULTS TODAY
SURPASSED MY EXPECTATIONS AND THE SUPPORT AND TEACHING I HAVE RECEIVED
THROUGHOUT MY SCHOOL LIFE HAS BEEN OUTSTANDING.”
PAST YEAR 13, 2021
Further information can be found on our website and using the links below.

Internal applicants: applications open on Wednesday 5th January and close on Thursday 27th January and will be
completed on SIMS options online (please follow the instructions that will be emailed to you on the 5th).

External applicants: The application window is between Thursday 13th January to Friday 28th January and should be

completed through Kent Choices www.kentprospectus.co.uk . Any late applications, queries or applications from those
outside of Kent should be sent via email to SixthFormRecruitment@nks.kent.sch.uk.
Welcome to our Sixth Form | The Norton Knatchbull School (nks.kent.sch.uk)
NKS Prospectus(1).pdf
Sixth Form handbook 2021 - 2022.pdf (nks.kent.sch.uk)
Subject insight booklet v3.pdf (nks.kent.sch.uk)
Norton Knatchbull Sixth Form Transition Booklet 2021 (nks.kent.sch.uk)
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